Custom Kitting for Contractors and Trade Schools

Now you can build a custom tool kit that reflects your unique market or classroom needs.

• Specify a minimum of 6 different Malco hand tools per Custom Kit.
• Tools are kitted in your choice of a 50% Discounted Malco TB1 Tool Bag or TBP33 Backpack. (Estimated maximum of 30 different tools under 17 in. / 43 cm long.) Note: Tools and packaging are separated in tool bag or backpack for efficient packing and to avoid damage in shipment.
• Tool Kits include a package card listing the kit contents you requested. You can also personalize the packaging card with a company or school name and / or a list of student names when ordering a quantity for enrollees in a trade school or union JATC program. Cards co-branded with a company, school or union logo are available for a one-time $25 service charge.
• 10% Discount on School Orders! All Malco Custom Kits purchased for school or student use receive a 10% discount off the quoted price. A school purchase order must be placed with your Malco distributor for verification.
• MALCO WILL ASSEMBLE AND SHIP YOUR CUSTOM TOOL KIT WITHIN 3-DAYS OF RECEIPT OF A FIRM ORDER FROM YOUR MALCO DISTRIBUTOR.
• Ask your local Malco Distributor for details and a quote. See Back for Details.
Organize your tools in an 18 pocket tool bag or 33 pocket backpack. Choose either Tool Bag or Backpack at 50% off Trade Price when part of a Custom Tool Kit!

### HVAC
- **TB1 Tool Bag or TBP33 Backpack**
- **C5R** Pipe Crimper
- **SL1R** Snap Lock Punch
- **N1R** Hand Notcher
- **S2R** Hand Seamer
- **M14A** 14 in. Alum. Straight Snip
- **S10** Cast Steel Seammers & Tongs
- **12F** Folding Tool
- **18** Divider
- **M2001** Aviation Snip - left cut
- **M2002** Aviation Snip - right cut
- **M14N** 14 in. (.362 mm) Alum. Pattern Snip
- **A1** Scratch Awl
- **SH3** Setting Hammer
- **DS2** Duct Stretcher
- **HW8x1/22G** Zip-ins 100 Pack
- **TS1** TurboShear
- **HC1** Hole Cutter
- **BT143X** Bit-Tips 100 pack

### Metal Roofing
- **TB1 Tool Bag or TBP33 Backpack**
- **DB1** Dead Blow Hammer
- **HC1** Hole Cutter, Sheet Metal
- **HP18KR** Hole Punch Kit
- **M14A** 14 in. Alum. Straight Snip
- **M12NG** 12 in. Alum. Straight Snip Gripped
- **M2006** Max 2000 Left Offset Cut
- **M2007** Max 2000 Right Offset Cut
- **N2R** Hand Notcher, 1 in. Depth
- **S6R** 6 in. Hand Seamer
- **SG11** Seamer & Tongs Offset Gripped
- **TSHD1A** TurboShear Heavy-Duty Pneumatic
- **18F** 18” Folding Tool 3/8 - 1 in.

### Fiber Cement Siding
- **TB1 Tool Bag or TBP33 Backpack**
- **FCC3** Fiber Cement Hand Nibbler
- **FCF6** Fiber Cement Facing Gauge
- **FCG2** Fiber Cement Gauge Set of 2
- **HF7** 3 in. (.76 mm) Caribide Tipped HS
- **HF10** 4-1/8 in. (105 mm) Caribide Tipped HS
- **TSF1** TurboShear Fiber Cement Siding
- **FCSR** Fiber Cement Snip
- **HHA4** Hole Saw Arbor and HSS Pilot Drill

### Vinyl Siding
- **TB1 Tool Bag or TBP33 Backpack**
- **JCCR** J-Channel Cutter 5/8 in.
- **M2003** Max 2000 Combo Cut
- **MV12** Vinyl Snip
- **SD40** Sider Double 4 in.
- **SL5** Snap Lock Punch
- **SRT2** Siding Tool Straight Handle
- **TNP2S** Trim Nail Punch - Metal
- **9PK** Quick Open Utility Knife

---

Some Suggested Tool Kits by Trade

- **Over $60 Off**
  - TBP33 Backpack

- **Over $30 Off**
  - TB1 Tool Bag

---
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